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Abstrat: In this paper a stohasti generalisation of the standard Linde-Buzo-
Gray (LBG) approah to vetor quantiser (VQ) design is presented, in whih
the enoder is implemented as the sampling of a vetor of ode indies from
a probability distribution derived from the input vetor, and the deoder is
implemented as a superposition of reonstrution vetors. This stohasti VQ
(SVQ) is optimised using a minimum mean Eulidean reonstrution distortion
riterion, as in the LBG ase. Numerial simulations are used to demonstrate
how this leads to self-organisation of the SVQ, where dierent stohastially
sampled ode indies beome assoiated with dierent input subspaes.
1 Introdution
In vetor quantisation a ode book is used to enode eah input vetor as a
orresponding ode index, whih is then deoded (again, using the odebook)
to produe an approximate reonstrution of the original input vetor [1, 2℄. The
purpose of this paper is to generalise the standard approah to vetor quantiser
(VQ) design [3℄, so that eah input vetor is enoded as a vetor of ode indies
that are stohastially sampled from a probability distribution that depends on
the input vetor, rather than as a single ode index that is the deterministi
outome of nding whih entry in a ode book is losest to the input vetor.
This will be alled a stohasti VQ (SVQ), and it inludes the standard VQ as
a speial ase. Note that this approah is dierent from the various stohasti
approhes that are used to train VQs (see e.g. [4, 5, 6℄), beause here the
odebook itself is stohasti, so the use of probability distributions is essential
both during and after training.
One advantage of using the stohasti approah, whih will be demonstrated
in this paper, is that it automates the proess of splitting high-dimensional input
vetors into low-dimensional bloks before enoding them, beause minimising
the mean Eulidean reonstrution error an enourage dierent stohastially
∗
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sampled ode indies to beome assoiated with dierent input subspaes [7℄.
Another advantage is that it is very easy to onnet SVQs together, by using
the vetor of ode index probabilities omputed by one SVQ as the input vetor
to another SVQ [8℄.
In Setion 2 various piees of previously published theory are unied to give
a oherent aount of SVQs. In Setion 3 the results of some new numerial
simulations are presented, whih demonstrate how the ode indies in a SVQ
an beome assoiated in various ways with input subspaes. In the appendies
various derivations relating to the detailed training of an SVQ are presented.
2 Theory
In this setion various piees of previously published theory are unied to estab-
lish a oherent framework for modelling SVQs. In Setion 2.1 the basi theory
of folded Markov hains (FMC) is given [9℄, and in Setion 2.2 it is extended to
the ase of high-dimensional input data [10℄. Finally, in Setion 2.3 the theory
is further generalised to hains of linked FMCs [8℄.
2.1 Folded Markov Chains
The basi building blok of the enoder/deoder model used in this paper is
the folded Markov hain (FMC) [9℄. Thus an input vetor x is enoded as a
ode index vetor y, whih is then subsequently deoded as a reonstrution x′
of the input vetor. Both the enoding and deoding operations are allowed to
be probabilisti, in the sense that y is a sample drawn from Pr(y|x), and x′ is
a sample drawn from Pr(x′|y), where Pr(y|x) and Pr(x′|y) are Bayes' inverses
of eah other, as given by Pr(x′|y) = Pr(y|x)Pr(x)∫
dzPr(y|z) Pr(z)
, and Pr(x) is the prior
probability from whih x was sampled. Beause the hain of dependenes in
passing from x to y and then to x′ is rst order Markov (i.e. it is desribed by
the direted graph (x −→ y −→ x′), and beause the two ends of this Markov
hain (i.e. x and x′) live in the same vetor spae, it is alled a folded Markov
hain (FMC). The operations that our in an FMC are summarised in Figure
1.
In order to ensure that the FMC enodes the input vetor optimally, a mea-
sure of the reonstrution error must be minimised. There are many possible
ways to dene this measure, but one that is onsistent with many previous
results, and whih also leads to many new results, is the mean Eulidean reon-
strution error measure D, whih is dened as
D ≡
∫
dxPr(x)
M∑
y1=1
M∑
y2=1
· · ·
M∑
yn=1
Pr(y|x)
∫
dx′ Pr(x′|y) ||x− x′||
2
(1)
where y = (y1, y2, · · · , yn), 1 ≤ yi ≤M is assumed, Pr(x) Pr(y|x) Pr(x
′|y) is the
joint probability that the FMC has state (x, y, x′), ||x − x′||2 is the Eulidean
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Figure 1: A folded Markov hain (FMC) in whih an input vetor x is enoded
as a ode index vetor y that is drawn from a onditional probability Pr(y|x),
whih is then deoded as a reonstrution vetor x′ drawn from the Bayes'
inverse onditional probability Pr(x′|y).
reonstrution error, and
∫
dx
M∑
y1=1
M∑
y2=1
· · ·
M∑
yn=1
∫
dx′(· · · ) sums over all possible
states of the FMC (weighted by the joint probability).
The Bayes' inverse probability Pr(x′|y) may be integrated out of this expres-
sion for D to yield
D = 2
∫
dxPr(x)
M∑
y1=1
M∑
y2=1
· · ·
M∑
yn=1
Pr(y|x) ||x− x′(y)||
2
(2)
where the reonstrution vetor x′(y) is dened as x′(y) ≡
∫
dxPr(x|y)x. Be-
ause of the quadrati form of the objetive funtion, it turns out that x′(y)
may be treated as a free parameter whose optimum value (i.e. the solution of
∂D
∂x′(y) = 0) is
∫
dxPr(x)x, as required.
It was shown in [9℄ that the standard VQ [3℄ and topograpi mappings [11℄
automatially emerge as speial ases when D is minimised. In this approah,
topographi mappings emerge as the optimal oding sheme when the ode is
to be transmitted along a noisy ommuniation hannel before being deoded
[12, 13℄.
2.2 High Dimensional Input Spaes
A problem with the standard VQ is that its ode book grows exponentially
in size as the dimensionality of the input vetor is inreased, assuming that
3
the ontribution to the reonstrution error from eah input dimension is held
onstant. This means that suh VQs are useless for enoding extremely high
dimensional input vetors, suh as images. The usual solution to this problem
is to manually partition the input spae into a number of lower dimensional
subspaes, and then to enode eah of these subspaes separately. However, it
would be very useful if this partitioning ould be done automatially, in suh a
way that typially the orrelationswithin eah subspae were muh stronger than
the orrelations between subspaes, so that the subspaes were approximately
statistially independent of eah other. The purpose of this paper is to present
a solution to this problem.
The key step in solving this problem is to onstrain the minimisation of D
in suh a way as to enourage the formation of ode shemes in whih eah
omponent of the ode vetor y odes a dierent subspae of the input vetor
x. There are two related onstraints that may be imposed on Pr(y|x) and x′(y)
whih may be summarised as
Pr(y|x) = Pr(y1|x) Pr(y2|x) · · ·Pr(yn|x)
x′(y) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
x′(yi)
(3)
Thus eah omponent yi (for i = 1, 2, · · · , n and 1 ≤ yi ≤M) is an independent
sample drawn from the odebook using Pr(yi|x) (whih is assumed to be the
same funtion for all i), and the reonstrution vetor x′(y) (vetor argument)
is assumed to be a superposition of n ontributions x′(yi) (salar argument)
for i = 1, 2, · · · , n. Taken together, these onstraints enourage the formation
of oding shemes in whih independent subspaes are separately oded, as
required.
The onstraints in Equation 3 prevent the full spae of possible values of
Pr(y|x) or x′(y) from being explored as D is minimised, so they lead to an
upper bound D1 + D2 on the FMC objetive funtion D (i.e. D ≤ D1 + D2),
whih may be derived as [10℄
D1 ≡
2
n
∫
dxPr(x)
M∑
y=1
Pr(y|x) ||x− x′(y)||
2
D2 ≡
2(n−1)
n
∫
dxPr(x)
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣x−
M∑
y=1
Pr(y|x)x′(y)
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
2
(4)
Note thatM (size of odebook) and n (number of samples drawn from odebook
using Pr(y|x)) are eetively model order parameters, whose values need to be
hosen appropriately for eah enoder optimisation problem. The properties of
the optimum solution depend ritially on the interplay between the statistial
properties of the training data and the model order parameters M and n, as
will be seen in the simulations in Setion 3.
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Figure 2: A hain of linked FMCs, in whih the output from eah stage is its
vetor of posterior probabilities (for all values of the ode index), whih is then
used as the input to the next stage. Only 3 stages are shown, but any number
may be used. More generally, any aylially linked network of FMCs may be
used.
2.3 Chains of Linked FMCs
The FMC illustrated in Figure 1 may be generalised to a hain of linked FMCs
as shown in Figure 2. Eah stage in this hain is an FMC of the type shown
in Figure 1, and the vetor of probabilities (for all values of the ode index)
omputed by eah stage is used as the input vetor to the next stage; there
are other ways of linking the stages together, but this is the simplest possibility.
The overall objetive funtion is a weighted sum of the FMC objetive funtions
derived from eah stage. The total number of free parameters in an L stage hain
is 3L − 1, whih is the sum of 2 free parameters for eah of the L stages, plus
L− 1 weighting oeients; there are L− 1 rather than L weighting oeients
beause the overall normalisation of the objetive funtion does not aet the
optimum solution.
The hain of linked FMCs may be expressed mathematially by rst of all
introduing an index l to allow dierent stages of the hain to be distinguished
thus
M −→M (l)
x −→ x(l)
y −→ y(l)
x′ −→ x′(l)
n −→ n(l)
D −→ D(l)
D1 −→ D
(l)
1
D2 −→ D
(l)
2
(5)
The stages are then dened and linked together thus
x(l) −→ y(l) −→ x′(l)
x(l+1) =
(
x
(l+1)
1 , x
(l+1)
2 , · · · , x
(l+1)
M(l)
)
x
(l+1)
i = Pr(y
(l) = i|x(l)), 1 ≤ i ≤M (l)
(6)
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The objetive funtion and its upper bound are then given by
D =
L∑
l=1
s(l)D(l)
≤ D1 +D2
=
L∑
l=1
s(l)
(
D
(l)
1 +D
(l)
2
) (7)
where s(l) ≥ 0 is the weighting that is applied to the ontribution of stage l of
the hain to the overall objetive funtion.
3 Simulations
In this setion the results of various simulations are presented, whih demon-
strate some of the types of self-organising behaviour exhibited by an enoder
that onsists of a hain of linked FMCs. Syntheti, rather than real, training
data are used in all of the simulations, beause this allows the basi types of
behaviour to be leanly demonstrated.
In Setion 3.1 the training data is desribed. In Setion 3.2 a single stage
enoder is trained on data that is a superposition of two randomly positioned
objets. In Setion 3.3 this is generalised to objets with orrelated positions,
and three dierent types of behaviour are demonstrated: fatorial enoding
using both a 1-stage and a 2-stage enoders (Setion 3.4), joint enoding using
a 1-stage enoder (Setion 3.5), and invariant enoding using a 2-stage enoder
(Setion 3.6).
In Appendix A the derivatives of the objetive funtion are derived, and in
Appendix B a gradient desent training algorithm based on these derivatives is
presented.
3.1 Training Data
The key property that this type of self-organising enoder exhibits is its ability
to automatially split up high-dimensional input spaes into lower-dimensional
subspaes, eah of whih is separately enoded. This self-organisation manifests
itself in many dierent ways, depending on the interplay between the statistial
properties of the training data, and the 3 free parameters (i.e. the ode book
size M , the number of ode indies sampled n, and the stage weighting s) per
stage of the enoder (see Setion 2.3).
In order to demonstrate the various dierent basi types of self-organisation
it is neessary to use syntheti training data with ontrolled properties. All of
the types of self-organisation that will be demonstrated in this paper may be
obtained by training a 1-stage or 2-stage enoder on 24-dimensional data (i.e.
M = 24) that onsists of a superposition of a pair of idential objets (with
irular wraparound to remove edge eets), suh as is shown in Figure 3.
In the simulations presented below, two dierent methods of seleting the
objet positions are used: either the positions are statistially independent, or
6
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Figure 3: An example of a typial training vetor for M = 24. Eah objet is
a Gaussian hump with a half-width of 1.5 units, and peak amplitude of 1. The
overall input vetor is formed as a linear superposition of the 2 objets. Note
that the input vetor is wrapped around irularly to remove minor edge eets
that would otherwise arise.
they are orrelated. In the independent ase, eah objet position is a random
integer in the interval [1, 24]. In the orrelated ase, the rst objet position is
a random integer in the interval [1, 24], and the seond objet position is hosen
relative to the rst one as an integer in the range [4, 8], so that the mean objet
separation is 6 units.
3.2 Independent Objets
The simplest demonstration is to let a single stage enoder disover the fat
that the training data onsists of a superposition of a pair of objets, whih is a
type of independent omponent analysis (ICA) [14℄. This may readily be done
by setting the parameter values as follows: ode book size M = 16, number of
ode indies sampled n = 20, ε = 0.2 for 500 training steps, ε = 0.1 for a further
500 training steps.
The self-organisation of eah of the 16 reonstrution vetors as training
progresses (measured down the page) is shown in Figure 4. After some initial
onfusion, the reonstrution vetors self-organise so that eah ode index orre-
sponds to a single objet at a well dened loation, whose width automatially
adjusts itself so that the M reonstrution vetors over the whole input spae.
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Figure 4: A fatorial enoder emerges when a single stage enoder is trained on
data that is a superposition of 2 objets in independent loations.
This behaviour is non-trivial, beause eah training vetor is a superposition of
a pair of objets at independent loations, so two dierent ode index values
must be sampled by the enoder (assuming that the two objets are not at the
same loation); the relatively large hoie n = 20 ensures that it is highly likely
that both ode index values will be amongst the n random samples [7℄. This
result is alled a fatorial enoder, beause the objets are enoded separately.
The ase of a joint enoder, where eah ode index orresponds to a pair
of objets at well dened loations, requires a rather large ode book when the
objets are independent. However, when orrelations between the objets are
introdued then the ode book an be redued to a manageable size, as will be
demonstrated in the next setion.
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3.3 Correlated Objets
If the positions of the pair of objets are mutually orrelated, then they an be
enoded in 3 fundamentally dierent ways:
1. Fatorial enoder. This enoder ignores the orrelations between the ob-
jets, and enodes them as if they were 2 independent objets. Eah ode
index thus enodes a single objet position, so many ode indies must be
sampled in order to virtually guarantee that both objet positions are en-
oded [7℄. This result is a type of independent omponent analysis (ICA)
[14℄.
2. Joint enoder. This enoder regards eah possible joint plaement of the
2 objets as a distint onguration. Eah ode index thus enodes a pair
of objet positions, so only one ode index needs to be sampled in order
to guarantee that both objet positions are enoded [7℄. This result is
basially the same as what would be obtained by using a standard VQ [3℄.
3. Invariant enoder. This enoder regards eah possible plaement of the
entroid of the 2 objets as a distint onguration, but regards all possible
objet separations (for a given entroid) as being equivalent. Eah ode
index thus enodes only the entroid of the pair of objets. This type of
enoder does not arise when the objets are independent. This is similar
to self-organising transformation invariant detetors desribed in [15℄.
factorial joint invariant
Figure 5: Three alternative ways of using 30 ode indies to enode a pair of
orrelated variables. The typial ode ells are shown in bold.
Eah of these 3 possibilities is shown in Figure 5, where the diagrams are
meant only to be illustrative. The orrelated variables live in the large 2-
dimensional retangular region extending from bottom-left to top-right of eah
diagram.
The fatorial enoder has two orthogonal sets of long thin retangular ode
ells, and the diagram shows how a pair of suh ells interset to dene a small
square ode ell. The joint enoder behaves as a standard vetor quantiser, and
is illustrated as having a set of square ode ells, although their shapes will not
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be as simple as this in pratie. The invariant enoder ideally has a set of long
thin retangular ode ells that enode only the long diagonal dimension.
In all 3 ases there is overlap between ode ells. In the ase of the fatorial
and joint enoders the overlap tends to be only between nearby ode ells,
whereas in the ase of an invariant enoder the range of the overlap is usually
muh greater, as will be seen in the numerial simulations below. In pratie
the optimum enoder may not be a lean example of one of the types illustrated
in Figure 5, as will also be seen in the numerial simulations below.
3.4 Fatorial Enoding
A fatorial enoder may be trained by setting the parameter values as follows:
ode book size M = 16, number of ode indies sampled n = 20, ε = 0.2 for 500
training steps, ε = 0.1 for a further 500 training steps.
Figure 6: A fatorial enoder emerges when a single stage enoder is trained on
data that is a superposition of 2 objets in orrelated loations.
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The result is shown in Figure 6 whih should be ompared with the result
for independent objets in Figure 4. The presene of orrelations degrades the
quality of this fatorial ode relative to the ase of independent objets. The
ontamination of the fatorial ode takes the form of a few ode indies whih
respond jointly to the pair of objets.
The joint oding ontamination of the fatorial ode an be redued by using
a 2-stage enoder, in whih the seond stage has the same values of M and n
as the rst stage (although idential parameter values are not neessary), and
(in this ase) both stages have the same weighting in the objetive funtion (see
Equation 7).
Figure 7: The fatorial enoder is improved, by the removal of the joint enoding
ontamination, when a 2-stage enoder is used.
The results are shown in Figure 7. The reason that the seond stage enour-
ages the rst to adopt a pure fatorial ode is quite subtle. The result shown in
Figure 7 will lead to the rst stage produing an output in whih 2 ode indies
11
(one for eah objet) eah typially have probability
1
2 of being sampled, and all
of the remaining ode indies have a very small probability (this is an approxi-
mation whih ignores the fat that the ode ells overlap). On the other hand,
Figure 6 will lead to an output in whih the probability an be onentrated
on a single ode index, if it an jointly ode the pair of objets. However, the
ontribution of the seond stage to the overall objetive funtion enourages it
to enode the vetor of probabilities output by the rst stage with minimum
Eulidean reonstrution error, whih is easier to do if the situation is as in
Figure 7 rather than as in Figure 6. In eet, the seond stage likes to see an
output from the rst stage in whih more than one ode index has a signiant
probability of being sampled, whih favours fatorial oding over joint enoding.
3.5 Joint Enoding
A joint enoder may be trained by setting the parameter values as follows: ode
book size M = 16, number of ode indies sampled n = 3, ε = 0.2 for 500
training steps, ε = 0.1 for a further 500 training steps, ε = 0.05 for a further
1000 training steps. This is the same as the parameter values for the fatorial
enoder above, exept that n has been redued to n = 3, and the training
shedule has been extended.
The result is shown in Figure 8. After some initial onfusion, the reon-
strution vetors self-organise so that eah ode index orresponds to a pair of
objets at well dened loations, so the ode index jointly enodes the pair of
objet positions; this is a joint enoder. The small value of n prevents a fatorial
enoder from emerging [7℄.
3.6 Invariant Enoding
An invariant enoder may be trained by using a 2-stage enoder, and setting
the parameter values identially in eah stage as follows (where the weighting
of the seond stage relative to the rst is denoted as s): ode book size M = 16,
number of ode indies sampled n = 3, ε = 0.2 and s = 5 for 500 training steps,
ε = 0.1 and s = 10 for a further 500 training steps, ε = 0.05 and s = 20 for a
further 500 training steps, ε = 0.05 and s = 40 for a further 500 training steps.
This is basially the same as the parameter values used for the joint enoder
above, exept that there are now 2 stages, and the weighting of the seond stage
is progressively inreased throughout the training shedule. Note that the large
value that is used for s is oset to a ertain extent by the fat that the ratio
of the normalisation of the inputs to the rst and seond stages is very large;
the anomalous normalisation of the input to the rst stage ould be removed by
insisting that the input to the rst stage is a vetor of probabilities, but that is
not done in these simulations.
The result is shown in Figure 9. During the early part of the training shedule
the weighting of the seond stage is still relatively small, so it has the eet
of turning what would otherwise have been a joint enoder into a fatorial
enoder; this is analogous to the eet observed when Figure 6 beomes Figure
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Figure 8: A joint enoder emerges when a single stage enoder is trained on
data that is a superposition of 2 objets in orrelated loations.
7. However, as the training shedule progresses the weighting of the seond
stage inreases further, and the reonstrution vetors self-organise so that eah
ode index orresponds to a pair of objets with a well dened entroid but
indeterminate separation. Thus eah ode index enodes only the entroid of
the pair of objets and ignores their separation. This is a new type of enoder
that arises when the objets are orrelated, and it will be alled an invariant
enoder, in reognition of the fat that its output is invariant with respet to
the separation of the objets.
Note that in these results there is a large amount of overlap between the ode
ells, whih should be taken into aount when interpreting the illustration in
Figure 5. This is an extreme example the seond stage preferring an output from
the rst stage in whih more than one ode index has a signiant probability
of being sampled; the large amount of overlap between ode ells means that
13
Figure 9: An invariant enoder emerges when 2-stage enoder is trained on data
that is a superposition of 2 objets in orrelated loations.
many ode indies have a signiant probability of being sampled.
4 Conlusions
The numerial results presented in this paper show that a stohasti vetor
quantiser (SVQ) an self-organise to nd a variety of dierent types of way of
enoding high-dimensional input vetors. Three fundamentally dierent types
of enoder have been demonstrated, whih dier in the way that they build a
reonstrution that approximates the input vetor:
1. A fatorial enoder uses a reonstrution that is superposition of a number
of vetors that eah lives in a well dened input subspae, whih is useful for
disovering onstituent objets in the input vetor. This result is a type of
independent omponent analysis (ICA) [14℄.
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2. A joint enoder uses a reonstrution that is a single vetor that lives
in the whole input spae. This result is basially the same as what would be
obtained by using a standard VQ [3℄.
3. An invariant enoder uses a reonstrution that is a single vetor that
lives in a subspae of the whole input spae, so it ignores some dimensions of the
input vetor, whih is therefore useful for disovering orrelated objets whilst
rejeting uninteresting utuations in their relative oordinates. This is similar
to self-organising transformation invariant detetors desribed in [15℄.
More generally, the enoder will be a hybrid of these basi types, depending
on the interplay between the statistial properties of the input vetor and the
parameter settings of the SVQ.
A Derivatives of the Objetive Funtion
In order to minimise D1 + D2 it is neessary to ompute its derivatives. The
derivatives were presented in detail in [10℄ for a single stage hain (i.e. a single
FMC). The purpose of this appendix is to extend this derivation to a multi-
stage hain of linked FMCs. In order to write the various expressions ompatly,
innitesimal variations will be used thoughout this appendix, so that δ(uv) =
δuv+uδv will be written rather than ∂(uv)
∂θ
= ∂u
∂θ
v+u∂v
∂θ
(for some parameter θ).
The alulation will be done in a top-down fashion, dierentiating the objetive
funtion rst, then dierentiating anything that the objetive funtion depends
on, and so on following the dependenies down until only onstants are left (this
is essentially the hain rule of dierentiation).
The derivative of D1 +D2 (dened in Equation 7) is given by
δ
L∑
l=1
s(l)
(
D
(l)
1 +D
(l)
2
)
=
L∑
l=1
s(l)
(
δD
(l)
1 + δD
(l)
2
)
(8)
The derivatives of the D
(l)
1 and D
(l)
2 parts (dened in Equation 4, with appro-
priate (l) supersripts added) of the ontribution of stage l to D1+D2 are given
by (dropping the (l) supersripts again, for clarity)
δD1 =
2
n
∫
dxPr(x)
M∑
y=1
(
δPr(y|x) ||x− x′(y)||2
+2Pr(y|x) (δx− δx′(y))) . (x− x′(y))
δD2 =
4(n−1)
n
∫
dxPr(x)
(
δx−
M∑
y=1
(δPr(y|x)x′(y)
+Pr(y|x)δx′(y))) .
(
x−
M∑
y′=1
Pr(y′|x)x′(y′)
)
(9)
The rst step in modelling Pr(y|x) is to expliitly state the fat that it is a
probability, whih is a non-negative normalised quantity. This may be done as
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follows
Pr(y|x) =
Q(y|x)
M∑
y′=1
Q(y′|x)
(10)
where Q(y|x) ≥ 0. The Q(y|x) are unnormalised probabilities, and
M∑
y′=1
Q(y′|x)
is the normalisation fator. The derivative of Pr(y|x) is given by
δPr(y|x)
Pr(y|x)
=
1
Q(y|x)

δQ(y|x)− Pr(y|x) M∑
y′=1
δQ(y′|x)


(11)
The seond step in modelling Pr(y|x) is to introdue an expliit parameteri
form for Q(y|x). The following sigmoidal funtion will be used in this paper
Q(y|x) =
1
1 + exp(−w(y).x − b(y))
(12)
where w(y) is a weight vetor and b(y) is a bias. The derivative of Q(y|x) is
given by
δQ(y|x) = Q(y|x) (1−Q(y|x)) (δw(y).x+ w(y).δx + δb(y)) (13)
This has redued the δD1 and δD2 derivatives to δw(y), δb(y), δx
′(y) and
δx derivatives. The δw(y), δb(y) and δx′(y) derivatives relate diretly to the
parameters being optimised and thus need no further simpliation, however
the δx derivatives in Equation 9 and Equation 13 need some further attention.
The δx derivative arises only in multi-stage hains of FMCs, and beause of
the way in whih stages of the hain are linked together (see Equation 6) it
is equal to the derivative of the vetor of probabilities output by the previous
stage. Thus the δx derivative may be obtained by following its dependenies
bak through the stages of the hain until the rst layer is reahed; this is
essentially the hain rule of dierentiation. This ensures that for eah stage the
partial derivatives inlude the additional ontributions that arise from forward
propagation through later stages, as desribed in Appendix B.
B Training Algorithm
Assuming that Pr(y|x) is modelled as in appendix A (i.e. Pr(y|x) = Q(y|x)
M∑
y′=1
Q(y′|x)
and Q(y|x) = 11+exp(−w(y).x−b(y))), then the partial derivatives of D1 +D2 with
respet to the 3 types of parameters in a single stage of the enoder may be
denoted as
gw(y) ≡
∂(D1+D2)
∂w(y)
gb(y) ≡
∂(D1+D2)
∂b(y)
gx(y) ≡
∂(D1+D2)
∂x′(y)
(14)
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This may be generalised to eah stage of a multi-stage enoder by inluding an
(l) supersript, and ensuring that for eah stage the partial derivatives inlude
the additional ontributions that arise from forward propagation through later
stages; this is essentially an appliation of the hain rule of dierentiation, using
the derivatives
∂x(l+1)
∂w(l)(y(l))
and
∂x(l+1)
∂b(l)(y(l))
to link the stages together (see appendix
A).
A simple algorithm for updating these parameters is (omitting the (l) super-
sript, for larity)
w(y) −→ w(y)− ε gw(y)
gw,0
b(y) −→ b(y)− ε gb(y)
gb,0
x′(y) −→ x′(y)− ε gx(y)
gx,0
(15)
where ε is a small update step size parameter, and the three normalisation
fators are dened as
gw,0 ≡
max
y
√
||gw(y)||
2
dimx
gb,0 ≡
max
y
|b(y)|
gx,0 ≡
max
y
√
||gx(y)||
2
dimx
(16)
The
gw(y)
gw,0
and
gx(y)
gx,0
fators ensure that the maximum update step size for
w(y) and x′(y) is ε dimx (i.e. ε per dimension), and the gb(y)
gb,0
fator ensures
that the maximum update step size for b(y) is ε. When a stationary point
of D1 + D2 is reahed, the nite size of ε prevents the parmater values from
onverging to a perfetly stationary solution, and instead they jump around in
its neighbourhood.
This update algorithm an be generalised to use a dierent ε for eah stage
of the enoder, and also to allow a dierent ε to be used for eah of the 3 types of
parameter. Furthermore, the size of ε an be varied as training proeeds, usually
starting with a large value, and then gradually reduing its size to obtain an
aurate estimate of the stationary solution. It is not possible to give general
rules for exatly how to do this, beause training onditions depend very muh
on the statistial properties of the training set.
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